Digital Policing
Real-Time Cross-Border/Agency Data Sharing,
Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis, Loss Prevention,
Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation, Facial Recognition,
Perceptive Intelligence, Street Smart Technology
LENSS Currency Tracking/Sharing ‘Real-Time’ Network

Closing the Illegal Drug Currency
Trafficking Corridors Is a Reality
Arrests of drug users will continue to rise as well as the increase in concerning
opioid deaths. They are but are not the focal issue for true resolvement!
The back end of the problem will never change if you do not address the
‘cash trade’ of illegal narcotics manufacturers, cartels and dealer networks.
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You can throw all the resources and budget
money you don’t have at the street dealers and
dopers as it will never change. The users and
suppliers know you too well. Every move you
make, they know about! They believe that they
have you by the ‘you know what’s’, right where
they want you.

The one denominator that you both
share is CA$H!
They have it all while they taunt you and spit in your face. Law enforcement is scrambling every
single day due to budget cuts to select where they will get a positive result. How they work
whilst against a mountain of negative issues we will never understand. It is lonely out there and
they can only do so much to fix the tasks at hand.
Morale of both undercover officers and street drug tasks forces
needs a jolt of positive news and solutions. Let us bring you
that morale booster you all have been waiting for!
The only way the drug and currency miscreants do business is
with ca$h, they cannot operate without it. It has a beginning
and an end, it is what we can achieve in-between that is the
vital key. The manufacturers need the cash to start the
process and these criminal investors cannot write a check or
stick the amount on a debit card without being noticed.
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It is CA$H Only! Large amounts that have to be transported through the interstate and
roadways of America and the global. While their wheels and trafficking mules’ are touching the
tarmac and blacktop, they are vulnerable, susceptible to driving errors and an open legal target
for all traffic officers, drug task forces, and the local street cops.
It is a two-way street, from the sales of the drugs, the money has to be returned which means
the wheels are on the ground yet again for our second chance of that bite of the cherry!
Whether it be a driving violation or solid information via an informant, the transporters
crisscrossing state borders, passing through many agencies who have their eyes open for that
one mistake to be made.
So, you stop a vehicle, find a large amount of cash which is suspect. You have no way right now
to check that cash and know anything about it whatsoever. If it results in seizure you have to
transport, book in the evidence and then… you still have no clue on the funds.
Let us change all of that! Not only how you can now check and record funds serial numbers,
but also log and record ‘Drug Buy Funds’. All without the aid of a copying machine!
The LENSS Currency/Financial Network Sharing Solution is available globally. It records
the currency serial numbers and through our proprietary and patented software then loads into
the LENSS Databases. These funds and all funds can be queried by those with administrative
access which includes street officers, who can enter any found currency that must be checked in
seconds on their computer or Smartphone.
It is a simple procedure with LENSS Currency Counter
and Tracking Network Sharing Solution and you will
wonder why we have been using the copying machine for
so long! Please click on this opposite graphic or here to
view the video, all be revealed!

Now you see how it works, but don’t ask us!
These officers tell it best… Click here or the opposite graphic to
view.

We have radically changed all of that!
Now there is a major change in how all agencies can and will work together in
the collection of currency serial numbers, which is immediately uploaded into
LENSS Currency & Financial Tracking Module and available to all law
enforcement in the field across jurisdictions to clear or arrest the suspect.
Law enforcement can automatically or manually enter currency serial
numbers, the LENSS Currency & Financial Tracking Network Sharing
Solution does the rest in querying for a match. They can have a small
version of the unit in vehicles to automatically scan currencies.
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Every State Public Safety Department within their Fusion Center with its Narcotics division can
now expand the network of officers, to literally every officer via any device to connect through
LENSS and your State’s database.

This is not only a nationwide solution, it is global!
Seized, confiscated or suspect currency can now be recorded in mere seconds, allowing for all
officers to have this information instantaneously, with ease to query the monies or currency at a
traffic stop or a planned raid where known monies will be.
LENSS Currency & Financial Tracking machines are housed within your various
agencies/departments for ease of scanning seized or checking currency, logging for all to have
access securely.
Our LENSS Currency Tracking Network Sharing Solution Pilot Program is concise, simple
and importantly effective. The up to 90-day opportunity includes LENSS Currency Tracking
machines, the number to be determined at locations which have the most effective collection of
seized or acquired funds. Officers will be coached and trained in the usage of inputting the
recorded currency into LENSS, which is easy to understand with the step by step operation.
Using a CI in making buys with this recorded currency is a whole new world of really knowing,
comparing and securing a conviction with evidence that is readily available. This is efficiency at
its finest! No more comparing photocopied currency and slaving over comparison tasks which
take hours, if you ever actually have time to do so.
The efficiency factor is overwhelming and now that you are recording so much more currency it
is populating the databases and increasing the opportunity to match currency, connecting with
the illegal monies, the dealers, and drug/currency mules.
Take the LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) approach and we shall show you
so much more you can achieve with LENSS Currency Tracking Network Sharing Solution.
If you think this is mind-blowing, we have a lot more to talk about and change your capabilities!

We Are in the Now & Keep You; in the Know…
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